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ABOUT THE LGMA
LGMA MEMBERS
LGMA Members are handlers of leafy green products in California – the companies that sell leafy greens
into the commercial marketplace. Many are also growers, but it is required that they be a handler to be
a member. It is voluntary to join the LGMA, but once a company joins all provisions of the program are
mandatory and are backed up by state law. If a company fails to comply with LGMA requirements they
may decertified from the program. An updated list of LGMA members and their certification status is
always available on our website at www.lgma.ca.gov.
FOOD SAFETY PRACTICES
The LGMA is a farm-based food safety program designed to prevent contamination of leafy greens
crops from planting to harvest. LGMA members are required to comply to a set of rigorous, sciencebased Food Safety Practices (often referred to as the Metrics) which require monitoring environmental
threats, cleaning and sanitizing harvesting equipment, worker practices, and testing irrigation water
and soil amendments for pathogens - among other potential hazards. In August of 2017, the LGMA
Metrics were updated to ensure that they aligned with (or exceed) the newly required Food Safety
Modernization Act Produce Safety Rule.
GOVERNMENT AUDITS
Use of the LGMA Food Safety Practices is verified through mandatory government audits. It is the goal
of the LGMA to audit each member every 60 days while they are actively harvesting product. In the
2017/2018 fiscal year there were a total of 300 LGMA audits conducted. This number is below the
average (450) because the California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) experienced some
staffing changes during this time period. The number is expected to return to normal in the 2018/2019
crop year.
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MEET YOUR LGMA AUDIT TEAM
CDFA agricultural inspectors audit each handler
member of the California LGMA an average of
five times a year. These are the individuals who
are on farms throughout California verifying
that food safety practices are being
implemented as required.
In recent years, the CDFA Inspection Services
division has experienced some staffing changes
and turnover.
Rick Jensen, who served as Director of
Inspection Services for many years, retired and
was replaced by Natalie Krout-Greenberg.
Natalie oversees numerous programs in
addition to food safety audits. These include
programs to register and license facilities and
materials; police farmers markets; and oversee
commercial feed regulatory programs. In
addition, the Division recently began
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implementing the Produce Safety Rule on
behalf of the Food and Drug Administration.
LGMA auditors function under the Inspection
Services Division which is led by Steve Patton.
This branch also oversees the State Organic
Program and several other programs that
regulate quality and standardization for various
agricultural commodities.
Kevin Batchelor directly oversees the CDFA
auditors who conduct audits on behalf of the
LGMA. In the past eight months, several new
auditors have been hired, trained and certified.
The training necessary to become an LGMA
auditor is quite involved and can take up to 4
months to complete. At a minimum, new
auditors are required to complete 32 hours of
what is called Good Handling Practices/Good
Agricultural Practices training and 8 to 16 hours

of Produce Safety Rule training. Each new
auditor must also shadow at least 10 CDFA food
safety audits and then conduct 2 to 3 audits
while being observed by a USDA official before
they can be cleared to conduct audits on their
own.
There are two LGMA auditors who conduct
LGMA and other shipping point audits for CDFA.
Frank Reya is the only auditor who has been with
the LGMA since the beginnings of the program.
And Heather Wick is a former USDA inspector
who has been working with the LGMA for one
year.
New to the team this year are two auditors
devoted exclusively to conducting LGMA audits.
Sergio Lomelli, who has experience working
with a vegetable harvest company, and Carlos
Borojas.
In theory, LGMA auditors are on duty Monday
through Friday, but do end up working
weekends as harvest activities take place on
Saturdays too. Although they spend a good deal
of time on leafy greens farms, they also put in
20,000 to 30,000 miles of driving to make sure
that all areas of the state’s leafy greens
production are covered.
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In addition to the basic training requirements,
the auditors continually train under a laundry list
of programs including food safety programs like
HAACP and auditor training like ISO 9001.
According to Kevin Batchelor, a good auditor
must be very detail oriented and have excellent
situational awareness skills –meaning they must
be able to observe a situation, notice certain
conditions and be inquisitive about the impact
various factors may have with respect to food
safety risk.
The LGMA auditors are managed by CDFA
under a cooperative arrangement with the
USDA. In effect, they are licensed by USDA to
conduct work in California.
Batchelor notes that in addition to the four
LGMA auditors currently on staff, they will soon
be bringing in at least 2 to 4 additional auditors
from other programs who will be available to
work on LGMA audits when needed. The goal is
to have 8 to 10 auditors ready at any time to
conduct LGMA audits, so the California leafy
greens community can continue to protect
public health and provide a safe product.

AUDIT CITATION OVERVIEW
LGMA audits are not scored, each non-conformity cited must be corrected. These corrective actions
are verified by government inspectors. Each audit is reviewed by the LGMA Compliance Officer and the
United States Department of Agriculture. The LGMA Compliance officer assigns each non-conformity
identified in the audit one of the following citation levels:
MINOR INFRACTION
•
•
•

These violations do not necessarily increase the risk of unsafe product.
Corrective action can be taken before the audit is finished.
Multiple citations at this level may be elevated to a Minor Deviation.

MINOR DEVIATION
•
•
•

These violations do not necessarily result in in unsafe product.
Corrective action must be provided within 5 days and is verified during the next scheduled audit.
Multiple citations at this level may be raised to a Major Deviation.

MAJOR DEVIATION
•
•
•

These violations do not necessarily result in unsafe product.
Corrective action must be provided within 5 days and will be verified on-site within 3 days.
This level of citation may be elevated to a Flagrant Violation if not corrected.

FLAGRANT VIOLATION
•
•
•

These violations significantly increase the risk of delivering unsafe product into commerce.
Penalties can range from temporary to permanent decertification.
If this could result in unsafe product going to market the California Department of Public Heal is
notified.
Minor
Infractions

Minor
Deviations

Major
Deviations

Flagrant
Violations

Total

93

174

3

0

270

5 year
average
478

The total number of citations is likely lower in 2017/2018 fiscal year because the total number of audits
was lower than prior years. We expect next year’s numbers to be similar to the prior years.
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Average citations per audit

Industry Compliance Rate

.9

99.6%

AUDIT CITATIONS DETAILED
CITATION TYPES

Citations
0%
1%
Flagrant

34%

Major Deviations
Minor Deviations

65%

Minor Infractions

The chart to the left breaks down the
citations issued by level. This year, 99% of
citations were either Minor Deviations or
Minor Infractions – the two least serious
categories. Only three citations were
Major Deviations, which are serious food
safety issues but do not necessarily make
food unsafe.

DETAILS ON MAJOR DEVIATIONS
Three major deviations were issued during the 2017/18 season.
Two Major Deviations were issued for the handler not developing and implementing a soil fertility
program. This was a recent change to the LGMA Food Safety Practices which requires growers of leafy
greens for LGMA handlers to have a soil fertility program in place that includes soil testing. The handler
was a new member of the LGMA and had not developed their soil fertility program. Following the
violations being issued, the handler did develop their program, including soil testing and was found in
compliance with these requirements as verified by CDFA’s follow-up audit
One Major Deviation was issued for a handler not having completed all of the requirements in their preseason assessment. The subsequent CDFA audit to verify the corrective actions showed that all
requirements in the pre-season assessment, including proper ranch maps, water testing and adjacent
land use activities had been completed. The corrective actions also included retraining of the food safety
professional on the requirements for properly completing a pre-season assessment.
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AUDIT CITATIONS DETAILED
Citation Area

Flagrant

Major
Deviation

Minor
Deviation

Minor
Infraction

Total

General Requirements

0

0

10

3

13

Environmental
Assessments

0

0

10

0

10

Water Use

0

1

48

17

66

Soil Amendments &
Fertility

0

2

15

0

17

Worker Practices

0

0

20

15

35

Field Sanitation

0

0

14

19

33

Field Observations

0

0

57

36

96

Total

0

3

174

96

270

Citations by Audit Area
120
96
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40
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FINANCIALS
From the Independent Auditors' Report for the enterprise activities of California Leafy Greens Product
Handler Marketing Agreement, as of and for the year ended March 31, 2018.
OPERATING EXPENSES

Operating Expenses

Public Affairs
7%

Communications
17%
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Industry
Education
14%

Administration
20%

Audits and
Enforcement
42%

Administration

$500,648

Audits and Enforcement

$1,065,991

Communications

$448,450

Public Affairs

$184,430

Industry Education

$350,428

Total

$2,549,947

BOARD & STAFF
Members
Ashley Avilla

Dole Fresh Vegetables

Jan Berk

San Miguel Produce

Steve Brazeel

Sun Terra Produce

Todd Brendlin

Cal-Organic

Steve Church

Church Brothers Farms

John D’Arrigo

D’Arrigo Bros. of California

Sharan Lanini

Pacific International Marketing

Gurmail Mudahar

Tanimura & Antle

Kristina Nunes

The Nunes Company

Steve Powell

Peter Rabbit Farms

Ron Ratto

Ratto Bros., Inc

Dan Sutton

Pismo Oceano Vegetable Exchange

Ryan Talley

Talley Farms

Alternates
Mitch Ardantz

BoniPak Produce

Juanita Ceja

Dole Fresh Vegetables

Megan Chedwick

Church Brothers Farms

Mike Costa

Anthony Costa & Sons

John Eade

Andrew Smith Company

Paul Faurot

Faurot Ranch

Nob Furukawa

Gold Coast Packing, Inc.

John Jackson

Beachside Produce

Ralph Treadway

Coastline Family Farms

Chato Valdez

Sabor Farms

Eric Wexler

Tanimura & Antle

Staff
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Jonathan Field

Compliance Officer

Scott Horsfall

Chief Executive Officer

Amarachi Okemiri

Membership & LGMA Tech Director

Mike Villaneva

Technical Director

April Ward

Communications Director

